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Summary

• The LHCb detector

• H → τ+ τ-

• Higgs searches, b jets studies

• b-bbar inclusive cross section

• central-forward asymmetry in b-bbar 
events 

• h0 to long lived particles
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The LHCb detector

B 

1 cm 

Single-arm forward spectrometer:
Acceptance 10-250 mrad (V) / 10-300 mrad (H)   1.8 < η < 4.9
 
 ECAL:  σE/E~10%/√E ⊕ 1%       HCAL:  σE/E~70%/√E ⊕ 10%
 Tracking: σp/p 0.4% at 5 GeV/c, 0.6% at 100 GeV/c

Particle ID from two RICHes, muon chambers
Vertex detector: 20 μm IP resolution at  pT =2 GeV/c

Data collected:
2010:     37   1/pb   7 TeV 
2011:       1    1/fb   7 TeV
2012 :     2.1  1/fb   8 TeV  

average pileup kept ~ 2  
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VErtex LOcator (VELO)
Material budget ~ 0.22 X0

21 r and phi measuring sensors.
A thin Al screen to protect from the RF noise generated 
by the passing beam bunches. 
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LHCb playground
New Physics hunting via 

indirect searches

Physics measurements in 
kinematical regions 
complementary to ATLAS & CMS 

B0
s → µ+µ−

Predicted BR  = (3.54 ± 0.30) 10-9
 arXiv:1208:0934 & PRL 109 041801 (2012)

Observed BR =   

Phys. Rev. Lett. 108 (2012) 231801
LHCb-CONF-2012-043

3.2+1.4
−1.2(stat)

+0.5
−0.3(syst)

JHEP 6 (2012) 58

AW =
σW+ − σW−

σW+ + σW−
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Full story in
C. Langenbruch’s talk



Z → μμ   (37 pb-1)
JHEP 2012, 6 (2012), 58
1212.4620 [hep-ex]
See also Z+jet: LHCb-CONF-2012-016

Z → ee  (0.95 fb-1)  
   - saturation in the ECAL
   - bremsstrahlung
LHCb-PAPER-2012-036
1212.4620v2 [hep-ex]

LHCb-PAPER-2012-029
1210.6289 [hep-ex]

Z → ττ  (1 fb-1) 
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Figure 1. Invariant mass of the selected muon pairs. The fitted distribution to the data is shown
as a solid line and the contribution from background and off-resonance Drell-Yan production as a
dashed line.

15GeV/c and Mµµ > 40GeV/c2 and the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of all

tracks in a cone of half angle 0.5 in η-φ around the muons larger than 4GeV/c; here φ

is the azimuthal angle measured in radians. A fit to the invariant mass distribution

at low masses is then used to estimate the background contribution in the Z mass

region. The heavy flavour contribution is estimated to be 3.5± 0.8 events.

3. Pions or kaons may be misidentified as muons if they decay in flight (“decay-in-

flight” background) or if they travel through the calorimeters and are identified by the

muon chambers (“punch-through” background). This background should contribute

equally in same-sign and opposite-sign combinations of the muon pair. No event is

found in the Z selection with both tracks having the same charge. The contribution

from muon misidentification is estimated to be less than one event.

4. W pair production contributes to the sample if both W bosons decay to a muon

and a neutrino. This contribution corresponds to 0.2± 0.1 events as estimated with

Pythia MC simulation.

5. Decays of top quark pairs may contribute if both top quarks decay semileptonically.

Pythia MC simulation predicts a contribution of 0.5± 0.2 events.

The total background contribution in the Z sample in the range 60–120GeV/c2 amounts

to 4.8± 1.0 events. This corresponds to a purity ρZ = 0.997± 0.001. The purity is defined

as the ratio of signal to candidate events. No significant dependence on the boson rapidity

is observed.

– 5 –

An appetiZer
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H → τ+ τ-

DATA sample  L ~ 1 fb-1   collected in 2011 at 7 TeV

Five analysis streams:   
           di-muon,  muon+electron,  electron+muon,  muon+hadron,  electron+hadron.   
First particle pT > 20 GeV/c, second pT > 5 GeV/c,  zero total charge.
Leptons must be isolated, and with some impact parameter wrt primary vertex.
The couple must be ~back-to-back  Δφ > 2.7 rad,    mass > 20 GeV/c2.
The momentum asymmetry is defined as the absolute difference between the transverse 
momenta of the two τ lepton decay product candidates over their sum, and is required be greater 
than 0.3 for the di-muon stream. 

Selection

Selection

five analysis streams, τ1 pT > 20 GeV, τ2 pT > 5 GeV,
Mττ > 20 GeV, 2.0 ≤ η ≤ 4.5

τµτµ: two opposite-sign µ, with one or both passing trigger

τµτe: triggered µ and os e

τeτµ: e and os µ with pT < 20 GeV, either or both triggered

τµτh: triggered µ and oppositely-charged h

τeτh: triggered e and oppositely charged h

isolated back-to-back lifetime pT asymmetry

Ilten, McNulty (UCD) Neutral Higgs Limits February 15, 2013 3 / 13

Goal: set limits on neutral Higgs production in the forward region in pp 
collisions at 7 TeV.

LHCB-PAPER-2013-009
in preparation
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H → τ+ τ-

SIGNALS

Following LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group recommendations.
SM:  Model independent.     Cross sections from DFG.
MSSM: Can only be model dependent: chose mh0max scenario, which leaves only MA0  and tan β free.
  Cross sections and efficiencies functions of MA0  and tan β, from gg fusion and bbbar associated
  production  (HIGLU, GGH@NNLO, BBH@NNLO)
  Contributions from h0, A0, and H0 are summed.
Branching fractions with FeynHiggs 2.7.4.
Efficiencies for the signal from data (same as Z → ττ  analysis)

BACKGROUNDS

 Z → τ+ τ-: shape from simulation, theoretical cross section,
  efficiency from data.

 QCD:  leptonic b- or c-hadron decay or misidentified hadron.
 Shape from isolation sideband, normalization from same-sign.

 EWK:  lepton from W or Z, second particle from underlying event.
 Shape from simulation, normalized from same-sign.

 top/WW: leptonic decays. Taken from simulation.

 Z → ll:  shape from sidebands, normalization from peak or mis-id rates.
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H → τ+ τ-
Calculate asymptotic limit from profile ratio of extended likelihood using mass shape

(Eur. Phys. J. C71 (2011) 1554,  arXiv:1007.1727)
Upper limits calculated at CLs = 95 %
MSSM limits compared to ATLAS, CMS, and LEP results

Conclusion:
Model independent search for Higgs → τ+ τ-   cross section times branching fraction upper 
bound at ~ 3 pb  for an Higgs mass of 125 GeV/c2,  both τ in  2 < η < 4.5.
In the context of  the mh0max scenario,  values above tan β  from 32 to 70 are excluded for the 
A0 mass range from 90 to 150 GeV /c2.

SM MSSM
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The fraction of events with BOTH b quarks from 
H decay in LHCb acceptance is ~ 5% at 7 TeV 
and 11% at 14 TeV.
Similar acceptance for the lepton from Z or W.

ηb1

ηb2

SM(like)-Higgs studies

C. Currat:     CERN-THESIS-2001-024
L. Locatelli: CERN-THESIS-2007-073
V. Coco:      CERN-THESIS-2008-101
C. Potterat:  CERN-THESIS-2010-074

MC studies for the detection of Higgs bosons in associated 
production with Z or W can be found in CERN thesis:

Analysis of 2011 and 2012 data ongoing.

This activity has triggered the preparation of several tools for jet 
reconstruction, calibration, beauty-jets tagging...

LHCb acceptance region 
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Jets with beauty

Reconstruction 

Matching tracks and 
electromagnetic clusters 

Use track and calorimetric 
information to build  

4-MOMENTA 

B-seed finding Kt jet algorithm 

Cone algorithm with   
B-seed 

B-jet tagging 

B-jets B-jets 

22 +!!"=R !

recombination sequence 
algorithm

Jet energy must be corrected for
* portion of jet outside the acceptance
* saturation of calorimeter cells
* ...

  90 GeV 
120 GeV 
140 GeV => ~35 % FWHM  mass(b di-jet) resolution 

reported in CERN-THESIS-2010-074.
Not the end of the story...

b-jet tagging exploiting the 
excellent spatial resolution of 
the vertex locator.

di-jet mass      GeV/c2

generated
mass

particle level cal
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Partial b-hadron reconstruction:  3 or 2 tracks vertices give  seeds with total charge  ±1, 0 
respectively. Merge seeds when they are too close, and if final mass < 5.5 GeV/c2.
=> Seeds approximate very well the initial B hadron direction

σ(bb) inclusive LHCb-CONF-2013-002

Energy correction from MC to recover the b-hadron energy.
Selecting events with exactly 2 seeds within the fiducial volume: η ∈ (2.5 - 4.0) and pT > 5 GeV/c

σ(φ) = 

(12.7 ± 0.8) mrad

σ(θ) = 

(1.33 ± 0.05) mrad

DATA sample: consider only events with ONE reconstructed primary vertex  ( L = 2.6 pb-1 )
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aBDT to get the b-bbar and c-cbar contributions, 4 variables:
    seed pT,  seed inv. mass, sum of IP significances,
    and scalar sum of  the tracks pT wrt seed direction
x-check of the shape with (other side) B→Dπ and D → Kππ

Results  for  η ∈ (2.5 - 4.0) and pT > 5 GeV/c

  σ (b-bbar) = (7.7 ± 0.12 (stat) ± 0.84 (syst)) μb 
  σ (c-cbar) = (104.6 ± 2.7 (stat) ± 11.4 (syst)) μb. 
  (For reference, extrapolated to full space with
  POWHEG  we obtain 364  μb  and  3353 μb, resp.)

Conclusion:
Measured inclusive b-bbar and c-cbar cross sections in η ∈ (2.5 - 4.0) and pT > 5 GeV/c.
Future: use larger statistics. Analysis at 8 TeV.   Study b-bbar correlations.

Inclusive b seeding efficiency
- from MC:	
    (81.6 ± 0.7)% 
- x-check with data:  tag jet with other side B→Dπ:	

                       (82.5 ± 3.0)%
global efficiency for b events  8 10-4    for c events 1.8 10-5

BDTG response used to fit the data 

Fit to DATA determines contribution from cc: 
 40.5 ± 2.7%  (~45% with cc x-sect.) 

No light quarks contamination considered  
(not  enough minBias data in 2010; will try with 2011, 2012)  

5 27 february 2013 C. Matteuzzi 
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Use variables: 
 - seed pt 
 - seed invariant mass 
 - sum of IPS 
 - pt tracks wrt seed direction 

Cross checked using DATA: 
   B          D ! 
and 
   D          K!! 
   using the ‘inclusive’ opposite  
   side hadron                           

Sample composition 
σ(bb) inclusive
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The central-forward bb 
asymmetry AFC

TEVATRON  has proton-antiproton collisions: can measure a Forward-
Backward Asymmetry AFB.

SM prediction for t-tbar  is AFB ~5% (Phys. Rev. D59 (1999) 054017) 
CDF and D0 observe a value ~3 to 4 times larger. 
=> The discrepancy is ~2.5 sigmas.

t

p p
y

t
dN/dy

p
y

tt

p

LHC has proton-proton collision: can only measure the Forward-
Central Asymmetry AFC which is predicted to be ~1% in the SM 
(JHEP 01 (2012) 063):  top quarks with larger rapidities are 
preferred, anti-top produced more frequently at smaller rapidities.

Relation between AFB and AFC  see:  arXiv:1105.4606   (from New Physics  AFC  ~1/5 - 1/10 of AFB)

3 Hadronic collisions

3.1 Generalities

The asymmetry can, in principle, be studied in more detail by measuring in addition mtt̄, the invariant
mass of the tt̄ system, and its transverse momentum, which is balanced by the transverse momentum of
an additionally radiated gluon. Controlling both observables together with the asymmetry would provide
detailed information on the production dynamics. Although such a measurement is only possible with
large statistics, a first step into this direction has been performed by the CDF collaboration by sepa-
rating events with invariant mass of the tt̄-system above and below 450 GeV. However, for a complete
investigation the statistical precision is far too small.

In the following we will present in a first step, our predictions for the Tevatron, subsequently for the
LHC. We will include the update on the electromagnetic and weak corrections, discuss the implications
of a ptt̄! cut on the asymmetry, and compare our results to the most recent experimental results. In a
second step we present detailed predictions for the LHC and identify kinematic regions where the charge
asymmetry could be observed. In view of the indications at the Tevatron for a sizable excess of the
asymmetry, we then investigate the implications for the charge asymmetry at the LHC in two benchmark
scenarios beyond the SM.

Different choices of parton distribution functions of the MSTW2008 set [43] are used to obtain the
theoretical predictions of the asymmetry in hadronic collisions, specifically we consider MSTW2008LO
and MSTW2008NLO. The dependence of the asymmetry on the choice of PDFs is, however, small. The
factorization and renormalization scales are varied between µ = mt/2 and µ =

!
ŝ. This dependence

gives the bulk of the estimated theoretical error because the asymmetry if proportional to !S(µ). The
variation of the top mass within its experimental error is also considered; its effect on the asymmetry is
also small.

3.2 Tevatron

Let us start with our updated predictions for the Tevatron. Assuming that the rapidities of t and t̄ have
been measured simultaneously, one defines the asymmetry

Att̄ (Y ) =
N(yt > yt̄)"N(yt̄ > yt)

N(yt > yt̄) +N(yt̄ > yt)
, (10)

where Y = (yt + yt̄)/2 has been fixed. The results as a function of Y are shown in Fig. 8. An almost
flat Att̄(Y ) of around 8% is observed. Two versions of the integrated asymmetry have been introduced
in Refs. [10, 11, 12]: the forward–backward asymmetry in the laboratory frame

Alab =
N(yt > 0)"N(yt < 0)

N(yt > 0) +N(yt < 0)
=

N(yt > 0)"N(yt̄ > 0)

N(yt > 0) +N(yt̄ > 0)
, (11)

and the asymmetry in the tt̄ rest frame

Att̄ =
N(yt > yt̄)"N(yt̄ > yt)

N(yt > yt̄) +N(yt̄ > yt)
. (12)
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Table 3: SM asymmetries in the laboratory Alab and the tt̄ rest-frame Att̄ for different cuts in ptt̄!.
laboratory Alab mtt̄ < 450 GeV mtt̄ > 450 GeV

ptt̄! < 10 GeV 0.090 (12) 0.047 (3) 0.161 (16)
ptt̄! < 20 GeV 0.076 (10) 0.040 (3) 0.137 (13)
tt̄ rest frame Att̄ mtt̄ < 450 GeV mtt̄ > 450 GeV
ptt̄! < 10 GeV 0.136 (16) 0.097 (8) 0.201 (19)
ptt̄! < 20 GeV 0.115 (13) 0.082 (7) 0.171 (16)

Table 4: SM cut-independent asymmetries A! and Ay at different LHC energies.
A!

C Ay
C

LHC 7 TeV 0.0136 (8) 0.0115 (6)
LHC 8 TeV 0.0122 (7) 0.0102 (5)
LHC 10 TeV 0.0101 (6) 0.0082 (4)
LHC 12 TeV 0.0087 (5) 0.0068 (3)
LHC 14 TeV 0.0077 (4) 0.0059 (3)
LHC 7 TeV CMS [45] 1.09 fb"1 -0.016 ± 0.030 +0.010

"0.019 -0.013 ± 0.026 +0.026
"0.021

LHC 7 TeV ATLAS [46] 0.7 fb"1 -0.024 ± 0.016 ± 0.023

and
Ay

C =
N(!y > 0)!N(!y < 0)

N(!y > 0) +N(!y < 0)
, (16)

where!! = |!t|!|!t̄| and!y = |yt|!|yt̄|, which have been used in the recent CMS [45] and ALTAS [46]
analysis. The SM predictions for the integrated asymmetries are listed Table 4 for different center-of-
mass energies of the LHC, together with the experimental results for

"
s = 7 TeV. Both experiments

obtain negative asymmetries, although compatible with the SM prediction within uncertainties.

Top quark production in proton-proton collisions is dominated by gluon fusion, which, in turn, is
dominant in the central region. Conversly, quark-antiquark annihilation will be more enriched for events
with tt̄ at larger rapidities (and larger mtt̄). This suggest to employ the definition of Eq. (10), which is
essentially the asymmetry in the tt̄ rest frame, also for the present case, and concentrate on tt̄ events at
large rapidities. The prediction for Att̄(Y ) is shown in Fig. 12 for

"
s = 7 TeV (left plot) and 14 TeV

(right plot). Note that Att̄(Y ) is now, by construction, an antisymmetric function of Y . Since most of the
charge asymmetry is concentrated at large rapidities the statistical significance of any measurement will
be enhanced, if the sample is restricted to larger rapidities. Let us therefore define the quantity

Acut
tt̄ (Ycut) =

N(yt > yt̄)!N(yt̄ > yt)

N(yt > yt̄) +N(yt̄ > yt)
, (17)

where (yt + yt̄)/2 > Ycut
‡. The prediction for Acut

tt̄ (Ycut) is shown in Fig. 13 for
"
s = 7 TeV (left

upper plot) and 14 TeV (right upper plot). Note that the prediction includes QED and weak corrections,
which amount to roughly a factor 1.1. To estimate the statistical sensitivity of such a measurement, the

‡The asymmetry Acut

tt̄
(Ycut) of the sample with (yt + yt̄)/2 < !Ycut is of the same magnitude but of opposite sign.

Both samples can be combined to enhance the statistical significance of the measurement by introducing a flip of sign in the
definition of Acut

tt̄
(Ycut) for events with (yt + yt̄)/2 < !Ycut.
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AFC

LHCb-CONF-2013-001
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=> Present results at LHC are consistent with SM. 



AFC in bb 

Measurement dominated by contribution from gg → bb.
Increase sensitivity to SM/non-SM  by taking forward events and   mbb > 100 GeV/c2    

i.e. enrich events   with  qq→bb,  and qg→bbg 

Analysis of 1.0 fb-1 of data at 7 TeV.
     * Two jets from anti-kT ( R = 0.5 ), pT > 15 GeV/c,   Δφ(j1,j2) > 2.5 rad,  2<η<5, and
        correct jet energy to quark level.
     * b tag based on vertices formed by 2, 3 or 4 tracks significantly displaced from the
        primary vertex => very high purity from a BDT.  Charm contamination negligible.
     * Flavor tag: hardest displaced track (p>10 GeV/c, χIP2 >16) must be a muon.
● Resolution on Δy ~ 0.1    => no significant dilution on AFC.
● σ(mbb) ~ 15-20 %,  no unfolding procedure for the moment. Effects on AFC ~ 1%.
● Dilution of flavor tag from  B0 and Bs0 oscillations, decays via a c-quark, muon mis-ID.
Purity values computed from MC, from data with fully reconstructed B+, and from double 
tag events coincide.

Measurement of asymmetry for b-quarks can provide additional information 
[Kahawala, Krohn, Strassler,   arXiv:1108.3301]
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AFC in bb 
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Figure 8: mB distributions for (left) B± → J/ψK±
and (right) B± → D0π±

. The pulls

are also shown (bottom row).

virtually all LHCb analyses. A PDF for this background was obtained by producing a195

Gaussianized kernel from the shifted and smeared MC.196

The B mass distributions for events passing the full selections are shown in Fig. 8.197

The fit parameters are given in Table 3. The signal shape parameters are fixed to these198

values in the fits below. Table 4 shows the yields and fractions of tagged and correctly,199

or right-sign (RS), tagged. The plots for these fits are in Appendix 8. The RS fractions200

are consistent between the two channels; however, the tagging fraction is not. Recall that201

our tag requires a hard displaced muon. Events with such particles have higher trigger202

efficiencies (especially at L0) than events where the jet contains only hadrons. This bump203

is mostly found in B± → D0π±
since the B± → J/ψK±

events all have hard displaced204

muons on the fully reconstructed side. There is another factor that will be important in205

the next subsection: the muon Topo lines are about 1.6 times more efficient on a b jet206
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Figure 8: mB distributions for (left) B± → J/ψK±
and (right) B± → D0π±

. The pulls

are also shown (bottom row).
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Time dependence of the
 tagging purity

was used in the trigger to make the decision to record the event, few events are lost by100

requiring that at least one of the jets satisfies the online criteria. The gain in efficiency of101

using the looser BDT cut on the other jet will be crucial in obtaining enough events to102

measure Abb
FC at higher bb masses. The efficiency on high-mass bb events is expected to103

increase by over 60%, while for low-mass events the increase will be a factor of 3 (note104

though that the low-mass region is not statistically limited). Combining these gains with105

2012 LHCb data will increase the high-mass statistics by more than a factor of six.106

4 Flavor Tagging107

To measure Abb
FC at least one of the jets needs to be tagged as containing a b or b̄. The108

primary goal of this work is to eventually produce a measurement of Abb
FC above the tt109

threshold. Such a measurement would necessarily involve high-energy jets due to the large110

top-quark mass and limited opening angle afforded by the LHCb geometrical acceptance.111

For this reason the only form of particle identification that is feasible involves muons. The112

flavor tag developed for this analysis only considers jets whose hardest displaced (χ2
IP > 16)113

track is identified as a muon. The charge of the muon is used to tag the jet as b or b̄ under114

the assumption that the b hadron decay is of the form b → µνX.115

There are three sources of dilution to the purity of this flavor tag: (a) B0
and B0

s116

oscillations; (b) decays of the form b → cX, c → µνX and (c) muon mis-identification.117

Given that only jets whose hardest track is a muon are considered, the contribution from118

(c) is negligible. The well-known neutral B meson oscillation frequencies, along with119

the lifetime acceptance in LHCb, are used to determine the dilution in tagging purity120

from (a). The measured values of the b hadron production fractions and relevant b and121

c hadron decay branching fractions are used to determine the impurity due to (b). The122

tagging efficiency on b → µνX decays is estimated by simulation to be (60± 1)%. This123

value is validated in data using fully reconstructed B → DX decays where pions from the124

decay of the B are randomly assigned as a muon or neutrino. The tagging efficiency on125

b → cX, c → µνX decays is estimated in MC to be about (10± 1)%. This value is also126

confirmed in data using B → DX decays where for this case pions from the decay of the127

D are randomly labeled as muons and neutrinos. In total, the tagging purity is predicted128

to be (73± 2)%. Since only displaced tracks are used, and these come from the decay of129

the b hadron, the flavor-tagging performance is expected to be nearly independent of jet130

energy.131

To validate the flavor tagging, a data sample is selected where one of the b quarks is132

found by fully reconstructing either B+ → J/ψK+
or B+ → D0π+

decays, while the other133

quark is reconstructed in a b-tagged jet. The mass distributions of the fully-reconstructed134

B+
candidates are shown in Fig. 2. In this sample, the flavor of one of the quarks is135

determined by the charge of the B meson; thus, the purity of the b-jet flavor tag can be136

obtained since the production quark flavor is known. The tagging purity in this sample is137

measured to be (71.5± 4.0)% which is consistent with the prediction listed above.138

In the di-jet sample, about 10% of jets are flavor-tagged; this produces a sample of139

4

~20% mainly from

time integrated ~10% 
from B0 oscillations

}time integrated total 
tagging purity

(70.7±0.4)%
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1 Introduction1

Both the CDF [1] and D0 [2] collaborations have published results suggesting that the2

top-quark forward-backward production asymmetry is much larger than the Standard3

Model (SM) prediction [3]. The asymmetry measured at the Tevatron gives, in essence, how4

much the top quark prefers to be aligned with the initial quark (as opposed to the initial5

anti-quark) in tt̄ production. Measurements of a related observable, the forward-central6

tt̄ asymmetry, made at the LHC by ATLAS [4] and CMS [5] are consistent with the SM
7

expectation of a small (at the percent-level) asymmetry.8

Measuring the asymmetry in bb̄ production would provide a useful constraint on the9

flavor structure of any model that attempts to explain the intriguing Tevatron results [6,7].10

Instead of the forward-backward asymmetry, the bb̄ forward-central asymmetry is reported11

which is defined as12

Abb
FC =

N(∆y > 0)−N(∆y < 0)

N(∆y > 0) + N(∆y < 0)
, (1)

where ∆y = |yb| − |yb̄| is the rapidity difference between the b and b̄. This is the first13

such measurement of this asymmetry using b quarks. The results presented here use data14

collected in 2011 by LHCb at
√

s = 7 TeV corresponding to an integrated luminosity of15

1.0 fb
−1

.16

2 The LHCb Detector17

The LHCb detector [8] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the pseudorapidity
18

range 2 < η < 5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks. The detector19

includes a high precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex detector20

surrounding the pp interaction region, a large-area silicon-strip detector located upstream21

of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip22

detectors and straw drift tubes placed downstream. The combined tracking system has a23

momentum resolution ∆p/p that varies from 0.4% at 5GeV
1 to 0.6% at 100GeV, and an24

impact parameter resolution of 20µm for tracks with high transverse momentum. Charged25

hadrons are identified using two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photon, electron and26

hadron candidates are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and27

preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons
28

are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional29

chambers.30

The LHCb trigger [9] consists of a hardware stage, based on information from the31

calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software stage which applies a partial event32

reconstruction (only tracks with transverse momentum pT > 0.5 GeV are used). The33

software stage of the LHCb trigger builds two-, three- and four-track partial b-hadron34

candidates that are required to be significantly displaced from the primary interaction and35

have a large sum of pT in their tracks. At least one of the tracks used to form the trigger36

1Throughout this report units in which c = 1 are used.

1

Observed                                      distributions for all events and for 
 mbb > 100 GeV/c2.      Reflected plots along Δy=0 in red.

Text

Single tag sample : 2.6x105  events
Double tag:   1.5x104 

Full statistics is used in the final analysis.
Double tag for control.

17
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After correction for mis-tag, we obtain:

Systematic errors from flavor-tagging purity and detector asymmetry (seen in events 
tagged μ+ vs μ-, but ~cancellation when two sub-samples added).
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Conclusion:
AFC measured in the system bb.
Several improvement on the analysis are under study, in particular a more efficient 
b-tag, and mbb resolution unfolding. Adding 2012.
=> Should increase the mbb > 100 GeV/c2 mass sample by a factor of 6. We also 
have good hope to present results beyond the t-tbar threshold.

-
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L. M. Carpenter, D. E. Kaplan, and E.-J. Rhee, 
“Six-Quark Decays of the Higgs Boson in Supersymmetry with R-Parity Violation”,     Phys. Rev. Lett. 99 (2007) 211801

h0 → χ̃0
1χ̃

0
1 χ̃0

1 → 3 jets (~70% cases with a b)

1) Minimal Supersymmetric SM with R-Parity and Baryon number violations

 2) Hidden Valley 
M. J. Strassler and K. M. Zurek, 
“Echoes of a hidden valley at hadron colliders” ,   Phys. Lett. B651 (2007) 374

h0 → π0
V π0

V → bb̄bb̄

=> find two massive Long-Lived Particles  (LLP) in the event
=> combine to form h0

h0 to Long-Lived Particles

mLLP > 20GeV/c2 τLLP > 1 ps

Model        τLLP                 mLLP                 mh0

                                   ps                 GeV/c2                 GeV/c2

BV48          10                     48                   114                RPV, B violation
HV10          10                     35                   120                Hidden Valley
                   

Both:

Models shown in the plots
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h0

χ̃0
1

χ̃0
1

b
c
s

* At least one PV with ≥ 10 tracks ( ≥ 1 backward, ≥ 1 forward),   radial distance 
to the beam line r < 0.3 mm

* At least two LLP candidates with
nb of tracks  ≥ 4
mass > 3 GeV/c2 

radial distance from beam line > 0.4 mm

Theoretical context 

3

• Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model with R-Parity, Baryon number violation (see 
Carpenter, Kaplan, hep-ph/0607204),
m_h0 ≳ 70 GeV/c2,      m    ≳ 20 GeV/c2,      !     ≳ 1ps,                                

• Hidden Valley Models (Strassler, Zurek, hep-ph/0604261),
m_h0 ≳ 115 GeV/c2 (~ SM),     m    ≳ 20 GeV/c2, !     ≳ 1ps,   

• Many others....                             

χ̃0
1χ χ̃0

1χ
1 ps, h0 → χ̃0

1χ̃
0
1 → 6 jets

mπ0
v

Many others, like NMSSM...
1 ps, h0 → π0

vπ0
v → bbbb

Susy example : h0 → χ̃0
1χ̃

0
1 → 6 jets
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Many others, like NMSSM...
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Loose selection:

Main background at this point: interactions with matter,
mainly Si sensors, and the RF screen.
We select only LLP candidates with vertex in the green region.

H→LLPs
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Figure 3: Top: angle |∆φ| between the two LLP candidates. Bottom: left plot is the pT

distribution of the Higgs candidate, the right plot its invariant mass.

bb events predict the shapes of the data distributions well.86

The total number of Higgs-like candidates after the above selection is 13,893 and the87

resulting invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 4. A likelihood fit is performed to88

the data using the expected shapes of the simulated bb events and the shape for the BV4889

signal. The fit converges toward a number of signal events compatible with zero (43±19890

signal events, and 14, 316± 713 background, the fit χ2
per degree of freedom is 1.4). The91

data are therefore consistent with bb background.92

In the final selection at least six tracks were required and an invariant mass larger93

than 6 GeV/c2
for each LLP. The LLP vertex position error was required to be σr < 0.0594

mm and σz < 0.24 mm, and the matter veto procedure mentioned above applied. These95

cuts remove all the SM background and retains a fraction � = (0.384± 0.017) % of BV4896

events. No data event survives the final selection. The efficiency values for the other97

BV sets are given in Table 2. With an integrated luminosity of 35.8 pb
−1

the predicted98

number of BV48 events is of the order of one. The fraction of such events surviving at99

different stages of the event selection can be found in Table 3. The trigger has been found100

to be 65 % efficient for events satisfying the final selection. The main loss comes from the101
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MC predicts LLP candidates are back-to-
back: Δφ is the azimuthal angle they form 
with the PV.  Cut:

Then combine two LLPs to form the Higgs

∆φ > 2.8

H→LLP

Data (35.8 pb-1)   compared to MC: bb, HV10 and BV48-
H→LLPs

no
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59k events selected, compatible with bb  background (MC prediction for pure 
bb is (75 ± 13)k events,  assuming σbb = (287 ± 40) μb)

-
-
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FINAL selection     to reject all b-bbar events (t-tbar, minbias, idem):
     * The two LLP candidates must have

nb of tracks  ≥ 6          mass > 6 GeV/c2     vtx position errors σr < 0.05 mm,   σz < 0.24 mm 

=> No data events survives the final selection. 
MC is used to obtain the selection efficiency.   For BV48 we obtain a value of 0.38 %.
=> BR × sigma upper limit = 32 pb    (95% CL)

Several points of the 3D parameter space studied with full simulation. A fast simulation is 
then used to cover a larger region of the parameter space.  Two examples (units is [pb]):

LLP lifetime = 10 ps Higgs mass = 114 GeV/c2

Source %

1 Integrated Luminosity 4

2 Trigger 15

3 Track reconstruction 7

4 Vertex reconstruction 12

5 pT and mass calibration 6

6 Matter veto 4

7 Beam line position 1

Total 22

Table 4: Systematic uncertainties on the efficiency.

mLLP 30 35 40 48 55

mh0

100 101 58 44 58

105 100 75 44 39

110 132 75 56 34

114 128 91 47 32 46

120 148 93 58 34 31

125 179 90 61 41 29

mLLP 30 35 40 48 55

τLLP

3 210 156 136 168 410

5 145 101 68 58 137

10 129 91 47 32 46

15 155 90 49 31 33

20 131 93 63 32 31

25 142 100 61 34 25

Table 5: Left: cross-section 95 % CL upper limits valid for a LLP lifetime of 10 ps.

Right: cross-section upper limits valid for mh0=114 GeV/c2
. Masses are given in GeV/c2

,

lifetimes in ps, and the cross-sections in pb.

distributions.132

Two examples of results obtained by fast simulation are given in Table 5. We assume133

the same systematic uncertainty as for the full simulation. The table on the left was134

produced for a fixed lifetime of the LLP τLLP = 10 ps, covering the mass ranges mLLP ≥30135

GeV/c2
and Higgs masses from 100 to 125 GeV/c2

. The table on the right covers τLLP136

from 3 to 25 ps, for fixed mh0 = 114 GeV/c2
, and the same set of LLP masses.137
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H→LLPs

Conclusion:
Preliminary analysis with 36 pb-1 sets limits on
Analysis of 2011 data and 2012 should increase sensitivity by a factor of ~10.
Searches will be extended to other topologies, including single LLP.

h0 → χ̃0
1χ̃

0
1
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Global conclusion 
● LHCb can explore kinematical regions complementary to 
ATLAS and CMS
● Tools have been developed for reconstruction of jets and b 
tagging them with good efficiency&purity
● Measured 

b-bbar and c-cbar inclusive cross section
AFC for b-bbar

● Set limits on neutral Higgs production in the forward 
direction
● Higgs in associated production analysis ongoing 

* 13-14 TeV operation will improve the acceptance to decay 
products from heavy resonances
* Upgrade very welcome 
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